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John provides us with two dramatic images from the experience of the unexpected empty tomb.  

One image is of the fast running beloved disciple.  The other is Mary’s confused encounter with 

the gardener.  

 

For a great deal of my preaching life I have commented to my family, as Easter approached, that 

I am tempted to stand in the pulpit on Easter morning and say, “He is risen.”  The congregation 

responds, “He is risen indeed.”  And then I turn and sit down.  I think my Easter Sunday sermon 

temptation does raise a question. Is Easter the easiest Sunday to preach?  Is Easter the easiest 

sermon to prepare?  Do all of you come to worship on Easter eager to hear one thing proclaimed?  

“Christ is risen.  He is risen indeed.”   

 

Based on my conversations with clergy colleagues, most preachers believe that their 

congregations will be disappointed if the preacher is unable to come up with some new Easter 

proclamation.  The pressure is to be more clever than last Easter. They are concerned that you 

will be disappointed if you hear what you already know.  I am not certain of that.  

 

Let’s go back to John’s story.  The first thing John says to us is “Relax.”  The tomb is empty and 

Jesus has been raised before any of the Gospel characters appear on the stage.  When John begins 

this Easter story, there is no angel or young men dressed in white standing or sitting in or near 

the tomb.  Mary thinks someone has stolen the body.  Peter, according to what John wrote, does 

not think much of anything.  Peter serves as our eyes in the tomb.  Peter sees the folded grave 

clothes.  But we do not hear Peter say anything.  One way to hear the description of the empty 

tomb is that there is no human interpretation given to determine its significance.  If you read all 

of the various Gospel accounts, none of the writers explain the resurrection. Rather, they tell us 

that the tomb is empty and then provide various stories about the resurrected Jesus.   

 

Mary approaches the tomb and sees that the stone has been rolled away.  She thinks, “grave 

robbers,” immediately she turns around and runs to the disciples. We then read this wonderful 

foot race story.  We can sense the anxiety in Peter and the beloved disciple.  Peter loses the race 

but takes a quick look into the tomb.  The beloved disciple at first sneaked a peek inside the 

tomb, but did not enter. Out of three people who have now seen the open tomb, it is finally the 

beloved disciple who is the first to enter.  Now both Peter and the beloved disciple enter the 

empty tomb.  At this point in the story the author makes, what could be a throw-away comment.  

He is describing the action of the beloved disciple: he also went into the tomb and saw and 

believed.  Immediately following that comment comes this, “for as yet they did not understand 

the scriptures, that he must rise from the dead.”  The final comment about the two disciples is 

that they, “returned to their homes.”   

 

Are you wondering what the author means when he says that the beloved disciple saw and 

believed?  Most of us have historically interpreted this statement to mean that the beloved 
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disciple believed in the resurrection, but the very next line in the story says that the disciples did 

not yet understand that Christ would be raised from the dead.  This week, for the first time, I 

have wondered if all John, the author, means by the statement that the beloved disciple believed 

is that he believed what Mary had run to tell them.  He believed that someone had taken the dead 

body of Jesus from the tomb.   

 

But our author is subtle, perhaps too subtle for most of us.  We read the description of what Peter 

sees in the tomb.  The tomb is not truly empty.  There is no dead body in the tomb, but there are 

a few things left in the tomb.  The wrappings for Jesus body are still in the tomb.  But that is not 

all.  The piece of cloth that has covered the head of Jesus is not lying with the other wrappings.  

The head piece is rolled up and in a place by itself.  Mary and the two disciples believe the tomb 

is empty and they are probably concluding that grave robbers have stolen the dead body.  John, 

the author, is saying that grave robbers would not have taken the time to roll up the head cloth 

and neatly place it by itself.  John is leaving clues that will later be shown to reveal a greater 

truth.  Peter and the beloved disciple leave the tomb not expecting resurrection.  They do not 

leave excited.  They leave disappointed that the dead body of Jesus has been stolen.  The staged 

drama is completed with excellent timing.  As the two disciples exit stage left, Mary enters stage 

right. 

 

Mary stands outside the tomb and weeps.  Eventually she collects herself enough to look into the 

tomb.  The tomb is no longer empty.  Now there are two angels in the tomb where the body of 

Jesus should be.  The angels ask Mary why she is weeping.  She tells them that she weeps 

because grave robbers have stolen the body of Jesus and she does not know where the body is.  

She is upset because she is not able to pay her last respects to the dead body.  Then she turns 

around and starts talking to the gardener.  Think about that.  If you were having a conversation 

with two angels, not one angel, but two, would you break off that conversation to talk with the 

gardener?  Is John being subtle again?  Is John telling us that there is more to this gardener than 

meets the eye?  If we have been paying attention to the subtlety of John should we be prepared 

for another greater truth to be revealed?   

 

The so-called gardener then repeats the same question asked by the angels.  Mary gives the same 

answer with a bit more detail recorded.  I cannot explain why Mary did not at first recognize 

Jesus.  Maybe her vision was blurred by her tears.  Maybe she did not look at the man she 

assumed to be the gardener.  After all, she was not expecting Jesus.  Then Jesus speaks her name, 

“Mary.”  In an instant the world changed.  Not only Mary’s world, but the entire world.   

 

Mary calls Jesus “Rabboni.”  It is a term of teacher endearment.  In English it would be the 

equivalent of us saying, “my dear Teacher.”  Now she sees him.  She knows him.  She 

recognizes who he is.  She believes.  Not like the disciples have believed.  Mary now believes in 

the resurrection.   

 

I admit that this is a strange story.  It is the same strange story we hear every Easter.  In many 

ways this is your story.  Like those first three on the first Easter who came to the tomb, you have 

come here to once again hear this mystery we know as Easter.  Like many others, you may not 

know exactly what you believe about all of this.  You may have questions, like they did.  You 

may be like Mary and not know exactly who Jesus is.  Hearing this story again and again, every 
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Easter, it becomes your story.  If you think this story is mysterious or surprising, then you are in 

very good company.  We are all amateurs when it comes to making sense out of the resurrection.  

Resurrection takes us all by surprise.  We cannot work our way through the resurrection through 

our own efforts and thought processes.  Resurrection works its way through us, the same way the 

risen Christ came to Mary at the tomb.  A popular saying is, “You only get out of something 

what you put into it.”  That is not true in all cases.  There is something that does not arise from 

within us; from our hopes and dreams; it is a gift.  It comes to us.  This mystery of the 

resurrection is something God does.   

 

The risen Christ does not wait for you to make sense of him; he comes to you; he calls you by 

name.  The risen Christ gives you what you need to join the Easter chorus: “He is risen.  He is 

risen indeed.” 

 

 


